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Agenda
1. Call to order and introductions
2. Welcoming remarks for the new term
3. Election of Chair, Co-Chair for 2014-2015
4. 2014-2015 meeting terms: time, day, location, meeting length
5. EH&S Board update
6. Election review and new safety committee member training
7. Organizational Group Reports and Election Updates
8. Union Reports
9. EH&S Report
10. Adjournment

Recorded: by Sherry Baron
1. Meeting was called to order by Bob Ennes at 1:05 pm. Bob introduced himself as
the temporary chair as Ron Fouty was not able to be present. All those present
introduced themselves as this was the first meeting of the new 2014-2015 term.
2. Welcoming remarks by EH&S Director Jude Van Buren. Jude has met with most
of the executive sponsors for the safety committees. She meets with them at the start
of each new term and this is her third cycle of these meetings. The meetings have been
good. The executive sponsors are interested in the data, especially the worker
compensation claims and the time loss associated with the claims. Jude mentioned to
the sponsors that U-wide representatives enjoy their support and the sponsors were
asked to attend their group’s safety committee meeting near the start of the new term.
Group 10’s sponsor was very excited about their group and is set to attend their
meeting in March. The sponsors understand the importance of the health and safety
committees (HSC) and information about the HSCs is becoming more known.
Jude had discussions with the executive sponsors of Group 1 and Group 5 about
bringing Group 5 into Group 1 as Group 5 is quite small. Both sponsors agreed though
the Dean (exec sponsor of Group 5) wants to see the data after six months to make
sure it is working well.
3. Election of Chair and Co-Chair for 2014-2015. Bob Ennes indicated Ron Fouty
has been an excellent chair for several terms but Ron had decided it was time to step
down. The floor was opened for nominations. Bob indicated Leslie Anderson had been
nominated by email prior to the meeting. The nomination was seconded and Leslie
indicated she was willing to serve should she be elected. No other nominations were
presented. A vote was conducted and Leslie Anderson was elected as Chair for the Uwide committee.
Nominations were taken for Co-Chair. Bob Ennes was nominated though he withdrew
his name from consideration. Sara Jones was nominated and seconded. No other
nominations were made. The vote was conducted and Sara was elected as Co-Chair.
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4. EH&S Board update by EH&S Director Jude Van Buren. The Board met two
weeks ago and was well attended. Jude gave the Board an update on the Lab Safety
Culture initiative and updates on the Dept. of Labor & Industries (L&I) inspections. They
had a discussion on lab safety and how to share lab safety information. Those working
on the lab safety group will determine the top 15 risks, use data from several sources
and report out on “dashboards” for the status of training, personal protective equipment
(PPE), and other items for all labs.
The Board is revisiting the no smoking and no tobacco on campus as is currently in
place on University of California (UC) campuses. The Provost wants to see how it goes
for the UC system.
The EH&S Board meets three times a year. Members include the leadership, Deans
and Chairs, from School of Medicine, UW-Tacoma, UW-Bothell, Human Resources,
Graduate Education, Public Health, and Engineering. Liz Kindred represents the Uwide committee on the Board and has done a wonderful job
. This is a rotating position. The EH&S Board has been active less than 2 years though
it’s technically been on the books for 15 years. The first product the current Board
created was Executive Order 55 discussing safety responsibilities.
Jude presented to the Board that the current lab safety survey team within EH&S can
visit each lab space every 18 months though the goal would be to visit every 12 months.
Currently there are 5400 lab spaces and 1200-1500 Principle Investigators (PIs). More
staff would be needed to increase the frequency of lab surveys.
5. 2014-2015 meeting terms. Leslie entertained motions for retaining the day of the
month, time and location of the U-Wide meeting. A motion to retain the same second
Wednesday of the month from 1:00-2:30 at Foege N130A was passed.
6. Election Review and HSC new member training. Emma Alder reflected on the
election process for the new term. She highlighted two areas: 1) Elections of the
members to the organizational group; and 2) elections of the chair and co-chair of each
organizational group. Each organizational group has a different method for comprising
the group and chair/co-chair which is fine though the process appeared to be based on
past practices. Group 12 has a charter to guide them which has served them well.
Other groups may consider developing a charter so that there is clarity on establishing
the membership. Emma described the rules that all of the HSCs must abide by but they
were free to make decisions beyond those rules to meet their needs. The rules
stipulate the number of elected members must equal or exceed the number of
appointed members for each HSC; there must be a chair elected; and of the two
representatives serving on the U-wide committee at least one of them must be from the
elected membership.
Group comments on the elections: Laura Harrington indicated it was useful to have
something written. Her Group 1 committee has a website with the election information
accessible to all. Leslie indicated the current election coordinator enhanced the election
process and he’s refining the election guidelines for posting on the website. John
Martin indicated the election was a “game changer” for his Group 6. The executive
sponsor helped as well. Their group reached a nadir of one Group 6 meeting attendee
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and the election reestablished membership and approximately 16 engaged members
appeared for the first meeting of the term. The appointed member for Group 6 was also
instrumental. Also, John had attended the administrators meeting at the beginning of
Fall quarter which contributed to their successful election season. David Zuckerman
indicated the call for nominations by the Dean was beneficial to their Group 10
elections.
New member HSC training. Emma stated five sessions had been held; three sessions
on the Seattle campus and one each at UW-B and UW-T. A make-up session will be
considered if needed. The training slides will be posted on EH&S website. Bob Ennes
indicated he used the slides for reviewing member responsibilities at the first Group 4
meeting. Glenn McLean sent out a note to the Dept. he represents on Group 4 which
is an excellent way of letting people know who is representing them and to establish
communication links about safety concerns.
Outreach efforts were discussed. Emma indicated HSCs should consider establishing
goals for their new term. Leslie asked if a list of all floor wardens was available from
EH&S, due to the trainings that are held. There was a discussion on Accident
Prevention Plans (APP). APP templates will be updated and posted on EH&S website
by the end of April. There is a University wide emergency drill on March 27, 2014 at
which the President and his cabinet will be present.
7. Organizational Group Reports
HSC 1, Administrative/Other Academic Programs: Leslie Anderson reported nearly 30
people present (5 members absent) for their first meeting and approximately half are
new members to the committee. Leslie was elected chair and Ryan Hawkinson was
elected co-chair. Meegan Amen from Group 5 attended and will be incorporated into
Group 1. They reviewed two months of OARS.
HSC 2, Finance and Facilities: Paula Lukaszek reported that she was elected chair and
Sterling Luke was elected as co-chair. She mentioned Ron Fouty’s capital projects
group has been injury free for two months. There was mention of offering flags to
people in wheelchairs or other motorized vehicles. Laura Harrington indicated she’s on
the transportation committee and will get the issue on a meeting agenda for them.
HSC 3, Student Life: Paul Zuchowski reported they met in January and Paul was
elected chair; Sara Jones elected as co-chair. Half of the new Group 3 is made up of
new members and they had a good turn-out and meeting in January.
HSC 4, Health Sciences: Bob Ennes reported they met in January. Bob was elected
chair, Glen McLean elected as co-chair and Nadia Khan is the alternate. They elected
a sub-committee for reviewing OARS. They voted to extend their meetings to 90
minutes. There was a discussion about a recent 911 call. Two people had dialed in at
the same time to UWPD for the same event. One of the two was connected
immediately to a dispatcher and the other person did not get connected after 20 + rings.
Apparently the dispatcher can only take one call at a time. The issue was reported to
UWPD should there be two emergencies at the same time.
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HSC 5, Built Environments: not present. This HSC will now be a part of HSC 1.
HSC 6, Arts & Sciences: John Martin reported they met in January and 16 members
were present plus Emma and Sherry from EH&S. There were only two OARS reports to
review which meant they could walk through the OARS evaluation slowly and
thoroughly and use the review as training for the new members. They’ll be electing their
chair and co-chair at their 2/13 meeting.
HSC 7, UW Bothell: Nicole Sanderson reported they met 2/11 and had their new
member training. Following the training they elected Nicole as chair but decided to
defer to the March meeting to elect the co-chair and the second representative for the
U-wide.
HSC 8, UW Tacoma: Dave Leonard reported they are meeting on 2/13 for new member
training and election of chair and co-chair.
HSC 9, Engineering: There was no report as there was no representative present.
HSC 10, College of the Environment: David Zuckerman reported twelve members
elected/appointed to the HSC but only four were present for the January meeting. This
prompted an email to the committee members to think about ideas for the HSC to focus
on. They videoconference with Friday Harbor Lab (FHL) and one representative from
FHL is usually present. EEOP update related to a recent false alarm in Anderson Hall.
There was some confusion during the alarm and this prompted action to get the list of
wardens updated. David and Roy will help facilitate this with the building coordinators.
EH&S suggested enlisting Darren Branum from EH&S.
HSC 11, (currently reserved)
HSC 12, Rob Hinton reported the group met in January. Liz Kindred was elected as
chair.
Faculty Senate: Rick Gleason: Nothing to report at this time.
8. Union Reports:
SEIU: Laura Harrington discussed SEIU 925 which represents approximately 7000
classified employees at the UW. The employees are represented not by location but by
the type of work they are doing. WFSE is also represents a large membership at the
UW. Laura indicated the unions give a voice to their members, there are about 8
different unions including the UAW representing graduate students. Laura was elected
by her union membership.
WFSE: Doug Nielson not present: No report.
UAW Local 4121: Representative not named as of yet. No report
9. EH&S Report:
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Jude Van Buren: OSHA 300A summaries for 2013 are all posted on safety bulletin
boards and on the EH&S website. EH&S will be looking at the accident and injury
statistics to provide analysis more frequently than once a year. The Medical Centers do
a good job of looking at the data on a monthly basis and the executive sponsors find the
data is helpful.
Sherry Baron reported that there are currently three active cases of L&I inspections; all
three are in the appeals phase. The UWMC electrical vault case initiated July 2012 is
close to a settlement agreement. The two most recent inspections at UW Tacoma and
Pack Forest are currently under appeal though the appeal hearings have not occurred
as yet. Also, L&I is revamping their penalty calculations associated with safety
violations. Federal OSHA has told L&I (they administer the State OSHA plan) that
penalties need to be raised. Information about the calculations has not been finalized
but L&I intends to do so by October 2014.

The meeting was adjourned at 2:33 p.m. by Leslie Anderson.
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